
What led to the Policy of Containment? 

Two World Powers compete for spheres of influence (Cold War's New World Order): 

United States power - Democracy 

 Manufacturing -  

1/2 of world's manufacturing capacity 

 Atomic bomb (only nation) 

 Goal:  National Security dependent on 

Economic Security of Europe / Asia 

 

Soviet Union power - Communism 

 Occupation of most of Eastern Europe and  

East Germany 

 Communism proven to work; Soviets defeated 

Hitler in Battle of Berlin 

 Communism becomes a viable option for 

nations struggling for independence  

Policy of Containment:  Steps to the Cold War . . .  

 Soviet Action -  

Soviet leader Joseph Stalin refused free elections in Eastern Europe and set up satellite nations. 

1. Middle East - Soviet Union occupied northern Iran for oil --> withdrew due to US and British pressure 

2. Procommunist governments installed in Poland, Bulgaria, Romania  

(Soviets:  no different than American actions in Latin America) 

 U.S. Action -  

Truman’s Policy of Containment intended to block further expansion of communism 

1. Kennan's Long Telegram - (1946)  (document analysis) 

George Kennan (US diplomat in Moscow) advised Truman to not trust the Soviets.   

Communist ideology drove them to expand their power globally. 

Encouraged a policy of "containment" to limit Soviet's aggressive expansion and influence. 

2. Iron Curtain speech - (1946)   (Video / document analysis) 

Winston Churchill (former prime minister) spoke at Fulton, Missouri. 

 "Iron curtain" descended across Europe, partitioning the free West from communist East. 

3. Truman Doctrine - (March 1947)    (HAPPY analysis) 

US foreign policy established - worldwide struggle over the future of freedom. 

 FDR died April 1945 - Truman defines a foreign policy based on black and white terms 

 1947 Britain unable to provided military & financial aid to Greece and Turkey due to WWII 

 Greece, a monarchy, threatened by communist led rebellion 

 Turkey pressured to share control of straits linking Black Sea and Mediterranean with Soviets  

 Greece and Turkey had internal problems unrelated to Soviets BUT 

 Greece and Turkey = gateway to southeastern Europe & oil rich Middle East 

 Truman advised by Senate leader to "scare hell" out of American public to win support for assuming aid 

to Greece and Turkey governments 

 18 minute speech said freedom or free 24 X 

 US responsible for supporting "freedom-loving people"  as the  leader of the "Free World" 

 Policy of Containment funded ($400 million for Greece & Turkey) &  

establishes continued US foreign policy (global responsibility) 

 National Security bodies established:  Atomic Energy Commission, National Security Council, Central 

Intelligence Agency (1947, collect intelligence and conduct secret military operations abroad) 
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